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T
he electronic and structural proper-
ties of surfaces and interfaces in con-
densed matter is an area of inten-

sive fundamental and applied interest. It is

well established that interfaces between

two different materials can show a rich vari-

ety of properties different from the con-

stituent materials as a result of electronic

and atomic reconstructions induced by

symmetry breaking.1 Recent examples in-

clude interface mediated conduction,2

superconductivity,3 magnetic effects,4 and

improper ferroelectric responses.5 These

phenomena are controlled by the interplay

between misfit strains and charge transfer

across the interfaces driven by the differ-

ence in chemical and polarization states, al-

beit recently more subtle effects related to

the polarization6 and octahedra tilting and

distortions have begun to be explored.7,8

However, the emergent physical behaviors

at the heterointerfaces are typically driven

by strain, charge transfer, and octahedral tilt

couplings simultaneously, precluding the

elucidation of the role of individual

mechanisms.

The interfaces within homogeneous ma-

terials, namely boundaries between do-

mains in ferroic materials, provide an ideal

model system to explore the effect of sym-

metry breaking on materials behavior

driven solely by the discontinuity of struc-

tural order parameters. Specifically, symme-

try operations transforming one domain

state of a ferroic material to another corre-

spond to symmetry elements of the parent

space group, which become lost upon

structural transition.9 If a domain wall corre-

sponds to a lost mirror plane of the higher-

symmetry structure, this effectively raises

the local symmetry, and atomic arrange-

ment, interatomic bond lengths, and angles

at the wall vicinity may resemble those of

the parent structure, which leads to a local

decrease of the phase-transition-driving or-

der parameter and even a possible appear-

ance of the parent phase properties at the

domain wall at temperatures well below Tc.

Furthermore, the discontinuity of the pri-

mary order parameter can generate second-

ary distortions in the vicinity of the wall,

with examples including the deformation

of oxygen octahedral in distorted perov-

skites and in-plane polarization compo-

nents at domain walls in LiNbO3.10 As a re-

cent example, room temperature domain

wall conductance in the insulating multifer-

roic BiFeO3 was observed and attributed to

the band gap reduction due to increased

Fe�O�Fe angles.11 Similarly, these walls

are predicted to be magnetic.12 This onset

of conductance is possible despite the fact

that the temperature transition to the corre-

sponding higher-symmetry metallic phase

is well above the room temperature. A sur-

prising observation of superconductivity in

twin walls of WO3-x single crystals reported

in ref 13 should be pointed out as well.
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ABSTRACT The novel phenomena induced by symmetry breaking at homointerfaces between ferroic variants

in ferroelectric and ferroelastic materials have attracted recently much attention. Using variable temperature

scanning microwave microscopy, we demonstrate the mesoscopic strain-induced metal�insulator phase

transitions in the vicinity of ferroelastic domain walls in the semiconductive VO2 that nucleated at temperatures

as much as 10�12 °C below bulk transition, resulting in the formation of conductive channels in the material.

Density functional theory is used to rationalize the process low activation energy. This behavior, linked to the strain

inhomogeneity inherent in ferroelastic materials, can strongly affect interpretation of phase-transition studies in

VO2 and similar materials with symmetry-lowering transitions, and can also be used to enable new generations of

electronic devices though strain engineering of conductive and semiconductive regions.

KEYWORDS: vanadium dioxide · ferroelastic domains · domain walls ·
metal�insulator phase transition · near-field microwave microscopy · density
functional theory
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However, in addition to the intrinsic symmetry break-

ing mechanisms, the emergent behavior in ferroic do-

main walls can be driven by the extrinsic factors related

to the long-range electrostatic, chemical, or strain fields.

Examples of these behaviors include the favorable seg-

regation of oxygen vacancy in the vicinity of twin

walls,14 screening at the ferroelectric walls, or aging in

hard ferroelectric ceramics. While some of these mech-

anisms (e.g., those associated with ionic diffusion) can

be identified based on the kinetic studies, both phase

transitions driven by electrostatic and strain fields will

be rapid. Note that these behaviors, while being extrin-

sic to the physics of the walls per se, will still define the

properties of any volume of material containing a sig-

nificant amount of ferroic domains. Given that domains

form in all situations of practical importance and single-

domain states represent in general exceptions rather

then a rule, the importance of these mesoscopic behav-

iors at ferroelastic interfaces cannot be exaggerated.

Here, we describe the formation of quasiperiodic

homophase domain structures leading to parallel-

plane organization of domain walls in the lower-

symmetry phase of improper ferroelastic vanadium

dioxide. Using scanning microwave microscopy (SMM),

we systematically explore the metal�insulator transi-

tion in this system, and demonstrate the opening of

conductive channels at ferroelastic domain walls at

temperatures well below bulk transition. Density-

functional theory is used to explore the intrinsic wall

structure, and characterize the nucleation process of

the metallic phase at the wall. The experiments were

performed with strained as-grown single-crystalline VO2

nanoplatelets on Si/SiO2 substrates (Figure 1). On heat-

ing, vanadium dioxide undergoes a temperature-driven

metal�insulator transition (MIT), and we observe that

ferroelastic domain walls of a certain type in the lower-

symmetry semiconducting phase serve as sites for

nucleation of the higher-symmetry phase with dramati-

cally larger electric conductivity. The localized, mesos-

copic, phase transition along the domain walls results in

about one micrometer wide metallic lines in the semi-

conducting matrix. The process of the metallic domain

formation has been imaged with the use of near-field
SMM, which allows detection of local electrical conduc-
tance without the need for electrode fabrication to pre-
serve the ferroelastic domain structure. Ab initio calcula-
tion of the electron spectrum showed band gap closure
at a distance of about one unit cell from a domain wall
in an unconstrained domain structure of this type, sug-
gesting significant lowering of the local energy barrier
for nucleation of the metallic phase.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Domain Variants and Wall Structures in VO2. In bulk, strongly

correlated-electron oxide VO2 undergoes a first order
MIT at Tc � 68 °C with abrupt, about 5 orders of magni-
tude change in electrical conductivity. Owing to this
transition, VO2 previously attracted much attention
from applied and fundamental perspectives.15�17 The
lattice degrees of freedom take part in the phase transi-
tion, and the MIT is accompanied by a structural trans-
formation making this material an improper ferroelastic.
As a rule, large enough single-crystalline samples of
the material are divided into ferroelastic domains
(twinned) after cooling through the phase transition as
a result of a reduction of lattice symmetry.18,19 The
higher-symmetry metallic phase, R, has a tetragonal,
rutile, crystal structure (space group P42/mnm, No. 136),
whereas low-temperature and lower-symmetry semi-
conducting phase, M1, is monoclinic (space group
P21/c, No. 14). The monoclinic distortion of the tetrago-
nal phase upon transition from R to M1 occurs as a
shear deformation along the tetragonal c-axis so that
the monoclinic 2-fold axis bM1 is parallel to the a-axis of
the tetragonal structure with the lattice basis transfor-
mation matrix (002/100/01�1);20 the unit cell becomes
doubled along the tetragonal c-axis. Figure 2 illustrates
the relationship between unit cells of R and M1 phases.

The space group of M1 phase is a maximal sub-
group of the parent space group with index i � 8, and
this structural transformation generates four pairs of
orientational domain species in the lower-symmetry

Figure 1. VO2 nanoplatelets on a Si/SiO2 substrate (optical
image in polarized light). Scale bar is 50 �m. Figure 2. Relation between tetragonal (R phase) and mono-

clinic (M1 phase) unit cells. The tetragonal unit cell is shown
with thicker lines. The difference in value of the angle bM in
M1 and R structures is about 0.6°.
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phase, each pair corresponding to two equally ori-

ented antiphase domains shifted in respect to each

other by one tetragonal unit cell along the parent’s

structure c-axis. Four orientations of the domains corre-

spond to four distinct directions of the monoclinic

2-fold axis bM1 along �100�R directions of the parent lat-

tice and can be visualized as consecutive rotations of

one of the domains by 90° around the tetragonal c-axis.

Regarding each pair of antiphase domains as one do-

main in the following (because domain physical proper-

ties along a definite direction in space are identical)

we will call pairs of orientational domains as 90° and

180° domains according to the difference of the rota-

tion angle between them around the tetragonal c-axis.

Within the R-to-M1 transition, the lost symmetry planes

and, consequently, possible domain walls of interest

here are oriented along {010}R and {001}R crystallo-

graphic planes of the rutile structure for boundaries be-

tween 180° domains and {110}R planes for boundaries

between 90° domains of the M1 phase. Importantly, do-

main boundaries corresponding to lost mirror planes

of the parent phase point group automatically satisfy

the mechanical compatibility condition,21 which re-

quires equality of spontaneous strains in adjacent do-

mains along the wall:

where �1 and �2 are the spontaneous strain tensors

and x is a vector in the wall plane. Therefore, domain

walls of this type are always permissible.

Experimental Observations. VO2 nanoplatelets were

grown using a vapor transport technique. As was veri-

fied by X-ray diffraction, the nanoplatelets are single-

crystalline with the tetragonal c-axis parallel to the

length and tetragonal [1̄10]R direction normal to the

substrate surface.22 The nanoplatelets thickness is close

to 500 nm and is uniform along length. The length can

be as large as a few hundred of micrometers with width

being below a few micrometers. Because of the small

size, the nanoplatelets are mechanically stable and re-

main unbroken even after multiple cycles of domain

formation and disappearance in contrast to bulk single

crystals, which are prone to cracking along domain

walls upon transition to the low-temperature phase.19

At the same time, in comparison with sub-100 nm-small

single-crystalline nanobeams,23�25 the micrometer-

large width of the nanoplatelets allows application of

a more versatile set of characterization techniques with

a larger throughput to obtain information about many

more aspects of the material behavior. Specifically,

while 1D structures generally allow formation of do-

main walls perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, which

thus can be completely strain-relaxed or under uni-

form strain, the 2D nature of the platelets generates

multiple domain variants and hence geometric frustra-

tion between different domain orientations. At the

same time, in 2D systems domain structures can be

easy to access for the local microscopic observations.

After high-temperature growth and cooling to room

temperature, the nanoplatelets remain firmly attached

to the substrate being under stress due differences in

thermal expansion coefficients of VO2 and substrate

and change of the lattice parameters at MIT. The latter

factor makes a significant contribution to the stress. At

the structural transitions, the lattice contracts by about

1% along cR and expand by about 0.6% along aR and

bR.26 The nanoplatelets are constrained to preserve

their shape and lateral size and break into ferroelastic

domains (twinned) to accommodate the change of the

lattice geometry.

Inspecting samples under a polarized light micro-

scope (monoclinic structure of M1 phase possesses bi-

axial birefringence), three primary ferroelastic domain

patterns were identified at room temperature: (a) a

labyrinth structure, consisting mostly of 90° domains

(Figure 3a, left), (b) a lamellar structure with 90° do-

mains and domain walls running along the nanoplate-

lets length (not shown), and (c) a parallel-plane 180° do-

main structure with walls across nanoplatelets

perpendicular to the nanoplatelets length (Figure 3a,

right). Formation of a specific structure is determined

by geometry of a particular nanoplatelet and strength

of its interaction with the substrate.

For known crystallographic orientation of the single-

crystalline nanoplatelets, the types of domain walls in

each nanoplatelet can be identified. In the M1 structure,

there are three types of walls satisfying the mechanical

compatibility conditions eq 1. Namely, permissible walls

can be oriented along {010}R, {001}R, {110}R, and approxi-

mately along {112}R planes of the unconstrained par-

ent structure. Analysis of the polarized light photo-

graphs reveals that only walls of the last three types

really appear in the nanoplatelets attached to sub-

strates. We will denote these walls W{001}, W{110}, and S,

respectively. All walls parallel to the nanoplatelet length

are of W{110} type and separate 90° domains. W{001} walls

are oriented perpendicular to the nanoplatelet length

xT(ε1 - ε2)x ) 0 (1)

Figure 3. (a) Polarized light images of labyrinth and
parallel-plane structures in the monoclinic phase, respec-
tively. The scale bar is 10 �m. (b) Definition of the clapping
angle between two adjacent domains.
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and separate 180° domains. Under conditions of no

constraints, S-type walls separating 90° domains make

an angle of about 24° with the direction normal to the

nanoplatelets length. However, under stress, these

walls can rotate and be oriented perpendicular to the

nanoplatelet length. (S-type walls satisfy eq 1 by run-

ning along general crystallographic planes {hkl} with h,

k, and l being dependent on the values of lattice con-

stant in a particular structure; therefore, their position

depends on the lattice parameters and strain.)

As illustrated in the inset in Figure 3b, domains sepa-

rated by a W{001} wall should be rotated toward each

other in order to maintain material integrity. The re-

quired rotation angle, called clapping angle (or twin ob-

liqueness), can be calculated from simple geometrical

considerations, and � � 0.32° in unconstrained samples

in this case. For comparison, the clapping angle associ-

ated with W{110} walls is about 0.05° (since spontaneous

strain deforms the basal planes of the rutile cell from

squares to rectangles). It can be shown that S-type walls

maintain material integrity with a clapping angle

� � 0.

The large difference between clapping angles asso-

ciated with 180° W{001} walls and with S-type walls makes

it possible to distinguish between them by imaging to-

pography over the domain structure. The signature of

the 180° domain structure in topographic AMF images

is quasi-periodically alternating ridges and furrows ap-

pearing due to a fairly large clapping angle specific for

the W{001} walls. These features are clearly visible in the

topographic AFM images. Polarized light images of the

180° structures reveal quasi-periodic sequences of dark

and bright stripes running across all nanoplatelet width

as shown in Figure 3a, right. Taking into account the

nanoplatelets crystallographic orientation, the value of

the clapping angle when being measured along the

nanoplatelets surface is 0.23°. From topographic AFM

images, this value in our samples is in the range

0.2°�0.3°, which is close to the calculated value.

Variable-Temperature Microwave Imaging of Domain Wall

Conductance. The local conductivity over domain struc-

tures was imaged using scanning near-field microwave

microscopy as a function of temperature. Figure 4

shows a schematic of the SMM probe configuration.

The SMM is sensitive to local contrast in conductance,

and allows for clear contrast between metallic and insu-

lating regions with �100 nm resolution. The advan-

tage of this method is that the imaging does not re-

quire fabrication of metallic electrodes, and also allows

one to visualize insulating regions of metallic phase. As

we noticed, electrodes deposited over the nanoplate-

lets tend to disturb the domain structure and turn the

domain walls along their edges (possibly, due to re-

sidual elastic stress in metallic film of the electrodes)

preventing imaging of the domain wall conductance

at dc. Furthermore, the metallic domain ensconced in

the insulating matrix will not be visible in any dc-

current-based conductive imaging mode.

The MIT is of the first order, and in strained flakes

on a substrate, the transition takes place over a broad

temperature intervals, which is from about 55 to 140 °C

in our case. During the phase transition, the nanoplate-

lets are split along length into heterophase domains

spanning the whole width. The domains are self-

organized into quasi-periodic structures, minimizing

the elastic energy of the nanoplatelet�substrate sys-

tem, similar to the behavior observed in nanobeams.27

Figure 5 shows AFM topography and SMM images

of the early stage of the semiconductor-to-metal transi-

tion over a structure of the 180° domains. The image

at 50 °C was taken a few degrees Celsius before the be-

ginning of the transition on heating. One metallic do-

main elongated along ridges on the surface is clearly

visible in the upper right corner of the next SMM im-

age taken at 57 °C. Three elongated metallic domains

are visible within the scan frame at T � 61 °C. The scan

of next pair of images starts at the same temperature.

The direction of the slow scan is shown with an arrow.

At the scan line indicated by the dashed line, tempera-

ture was increased by about 2 °C, and a number of new

metallic domains appeared. Note that metallic do-

mains nucleate at the ridges and grow into furrows of

the corrugated topographic structure. The ridges corre-

sponding to metallic domains look slightly elevated

above the surface. This is due to expansion of the lat-

tice by about 0.6% in the direction normal to the sur-

face as a result of the structural transition. After transi-

tion is complete, the surface is randomly rough (the

rightmost topography image, upper part), and on cool-

ing, the structure reappears in reverse order so that

the metallic domains disappear in the ridges. We note,

that similar experiments over 90° walls showed that

walls of this type do not serve as preferential sites for

nucleation of the metallic phase and do not show a dis-

tinct behavior in the phase transition.

Figure 4. Schematic of the SMM setup (probe part). C is the
stray capacitance between substrate and the probe shield
(outer conductor of the coaxial cable).
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The following scenario of 180° domain pattern

formation emerges from this observation. On cool-

ing from the homogeneous metallic state, semicon-

ducting domains nucleate and become self-

organized into a quasi-periodic structure along the

nanoplatelet length. On further cooling, metallic do-

mains shrink in size keeping the quasi-periodic one-

dimensional structure along the nanoplatelet length.

To ensure lattice coherence at the heterophase do-

main boundaries, the lattice of the monoclinic phase

turns to be under tensile stress along normal to the

nanoplatelet surface because its lattice constant is

smaller in this direction. It defines the direction of

the shear distortion in the monoclinic phase so that

ridges are formed at the locations where metallic do-

mains disappear at the end of the transition. At low

temperatures, the material is more under compres-

sion at the ridges than at furrows. This compression

is along the cR-axis, and since the R phase has a

shorter lattice constant along cR, upon warming,

the compression promotes nucleation of metallic

domains at ridges, but not furrows with the transfor-

mation process proceeding in the reversed way. As

follows from this scenario, a large contrast in domain

clapping angles and, consequently, associated elas-

tic stress between domain walls of different types

makes the 180° walls corresponding to the ridges

behave differently from all other walls in the course

of the phase transition.

Since only two homophase domain types out of

four possible are present after transition is com-

plete in the resulting structure, this configuration of

ferroelastic domains is unstable and may undergo

reconstruction to minimize the overall energy of the

flake or may remain metastable like in the described

case. We note that since the clapping angle is negli-

gibly small for S-type walls, they are more energeti-

cally favorable than 180° walls because of a smaller

elastic stress associate with them. This makes 180°

wall structures prone to reconstruction into laby-

rinth patterns of 90° domains, as was in fact ob-

served in our samples after multiple cycling be-

tween semiconducting and metallic states. However,

the structure is stable in respect to temperature

changes in a range within the phase transition

interval.

Electronic Structure of the Ferroelastic Domain Walls in VO2.

The experimental observations illustrate that the fer-

roelastic domain walls in VO2 are associated with

the formation of the metallic phase channel to re-

duce the long-range strain fields. This formation of

conductive domains seems to automatically follow

the atomic displacements in the ferroelastic wall

structure, suggesting low intrinsic activation energy

for formation of the metallic phase. Qualitatively,

this behavior can be rationalized from a simple

Ginzburg�Landau theory for a first-order phase

transition.

Let us analyze the behavior of the order param-

eter across a 180° wall. According to the results of

Brews,19 the transition is described by a four-

component order parameter (OP) 	� � (f1, f2, f3, f4).

Its normalized value for a representative domain of

the M1 phase is 	� M1
0 � (1/
2)(�, �, 0, 0). The OP value

of the domain rotated by 180° around cR is 	� M1
180 �

(1/
2) (�, ��, 0, 0), and the two 90° domains corre-

spond to 	� M1
�90 � (1/
2) (0, 0, �, ��). When both f1,2

or f3,4 change sign, it corresponds to antiphase do-

mains with the same orientation. Change of the OP

across a domain wall can be imaged as a rotation of

a vector with variable length in the four-dimensional

space of the OP.28 The metallic phase at the wall ap-

pears if all fi are equal to zero within the wall. For the

180° wall, f2 goes through zero (because it changes

Figure 5. AFM topography images (upper row) and corresponding amplitude signal SMM images (lower row) acquired si-
multaneously over a 180° domain structure. Except the rightmost column, the images were acquired at the initial stage of
the MIT at different temperatures on heating. The images of the rightmost column were acquired while changing tempera-
ture on cooling. Darker color corresponds to lower height in topography and lower conductance in SMM images. M labels
metallic domains (not all domains are labeled). The arrow indicates the scan direction. The horizontal dashed line in the
61(�2) °C SMM image indicates the scan line where temperature was increased by about 2 °C during scanning. The sample
temperature was 61 °C at the beginning of the scan. The rightmost pair of images was acquired between 76 and 60 °C on
cooling from the metallic phase. The SMM image was flattened to (dramatically) reduce the contrast between signals from
sample in the metallic state (upper part) and in the multidomain state (lower part). Scale bars are 1.6 �m.
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sign), while f1 may remain constant or go to zero

too, returning back to the original value on the op-

posite side of the wall. The first scenario corresponds

to the appearance of the M2 phase,29 which has a

spontaneous strain with shear component normal to

cR Sxz � 0 (z axis is equivalent to cR) as well as (Sxx �

Syy) � 0,19 whereas the second case implies existence

of the metallic-phase structure with zero spontane-

ous strain. Taking this into account, the formation of

the M2 phase is associated with excess elastic en-

ergy and therefore less favorable. Similar analysis for

the 90° walls cannot be done because 90° domains

are represented by different pairs of order parameter

components with less defined possibilities of OP

behavior.

To further clarify whether the electronic struc-

ture at a 180° domain wall can be responsible for

the observed nucleation of the metallic domains ex-

clusively at this type of domain walls, we performed

ab initio calculations of the electronic spectrum in

the vicinity of the 180° domain walls. The calculated

density of states of both M1 and R systems in bulk

is shown in Figure 6a. The M1 phase is found to be

101 meV more stable per VO2 unit, compared to the

R phase, in agreement with experimental observa-

tion. A number of twinned structures were con-

structed by repeating the relaxed M1 structure ob-

tained from the simulations along the [001]R

direction. The twin structure was built by aligning

one row of V atoms normal to [001]R, and using this

row as a mirror plane to generate the second half of

the cell. To make the cell periodic a second twin is in-

troduced, the twin unit cell is shown schematically

in Figure 6c. Similar structures with varying distance

between twin boundaries were generated using the

above scheme. In each case a 2  4  4

Monkhorst�Pack grid was used to ensure conver-

gence. The “twin energy” was obtained by subtract-
ing the total energy of the structure from the corre-
sponding energy of the M1 crystal structure. The
resulting energy was divided by two in order to get
an energy per twin boundary. We found that the en-
ergy for twinning quickly converges to �250 meV
per twin as a function of increasing distance be-
tween twin boundaries, indicating that the inter-
face energy is well localized at the boundary. The
electronic property of the 3.3 nm long unit cell is
shown in Figure 6b. The local density of states was
obtained using the tetrahedron method (96 tetrahe-
drons were used). The plot of the density of states in-
dicates that a metallic character develops right on
the twin boundary and quickly dies off as we move
away from the boundary. We have found also that
electronic properties vary along the twin boundary
depending on the local environment and on the tilt
angle of the neighboring cells relative to the
boundary.

As is seen, the calculations clearly indicate that the
180° domain boundary is already in a configuration
close to that of metallic phase, and therefore the nucle-
ation barrier for the higher-symmetry metallic phase
can be expected to be sufficiently reduced in compari-
son with the surrounding material. Moreover, the do-
main wall may possess metallic conductance at temper-
atures well below the MIT.

SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
The domain structures and ferroelastic domain walls

in semiconducting VO2 are systematically analyzed, and
the dominant domain populations in nanoplatelets are
identified. Using microwave microscopy, we observe
the mesoscopic-strain-driven metal�insulator transi-
tion at ferroelastic domain walls in VO2 that occurs at
temperatures well below corresponding bulk transition.
The density functional theory studies suggest that the
twin walls contain atomically thick conductive channels
with metallic properties. While not observed directly
here, this region with high-temperature phase proper-
ties acts as an effective nucleus for the formation of the
mesoscopic strain-driven phase, explaining coexist-
ence and evolution of metallic phases at ferroelastic
walls.

The implications of these studies are 2-fold. The for-
mation of twins in macro- and mesoscopic volumes of
ferroic materials is a rule rather then exception, and is
directly involved in, for example, shape-memory, super-
elasticity, and other functionalities. Furthermore, fer-
roelastic domain patterns adjust to accommodate the
macroscopic or microscopic (e.g., due to grain structure
or any heterogeneity) strains. Even in the strain-free
cases, the symmetry breaking at the phase transition
will give rise to (frustrated) domain patterns. Corre-
spondingly, transition from the insulating low-
symmetry to metallic high-symmetry phases as a route

Figure 6. (a) Density of states (DOS) in bulk semiconducting
M1 and metallic R phases of VO2; (b) averaged DOS at vana-
dium atoms along twin boundaries (T.B.) and between twin
boundaries; (c) schematic of the model structure used for
DFT calculations.
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for strain accommodation (as opposed to the forma-
tion of progressively smaller domain patterns as in
morphotropic systems and martensites) will signifi-
cantly affect the physics of this material, and calls for re-
examination of the results of studies of metal�insulator
phase transition in these systems. The mixed
metal�insulator states driven by strain inhomogeneity
and reminiscent of a relaxor state in disordered ferro-
electrics can possess many unusual dielectric behaviors
intrinsic to nanocomposite materials. These fundamen-
tal observations will help to understand the nature of
hysteretic phenomena and improve the performance of
in VO2 nanodevices.30

Second, these results illustrate that strain control of
materials with symmetry-breaking metal�insulator

transition can be readily used to enable new classes of
electronic and electro-optic devices configurable
through extrinsic strains. In the example here, the
strains at the domain walls generated well-oriented me-
soscopic conductive channels that opened and closed
in response to ferroelastic domain structure channels
and can be tuned by temperature. Correspondingly,
combining these systems with the strain control (e.g.,
using ferroelectric substrates) can allow direct fabrica-
tion of tunable electronic devices. Perhaps even more
excitingly, the strain-dependent transport properties of
VO2 and bias-dependent strains in ferroelectrics can be
synergistically combined to enable adaptive and recon-
figurable logic devices utilizing both electronic and
strain degrees of freedom.

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
VO2 nanoplatelets were grown with a vapor transport tech-

nique on SiO2/Si or quartz substrates at ca. 1000 °C using VO2

fine powder (Alfa-Aesar 99%) as a precursor and argon as a car-
rier gas (13 Torr, 3 sccm flow rate) following the procedure of ref
22. Since VO2 has rather low vapor pressure at this temperature,
vanadium pentoxide impurity serves as a precursor for nucle-
ation and growth of the VxOy nanostructures. The latter become
reduced to VO2 upon further heating in oxygen-free atmosphere.
The domain structure in VO2 nanostructures was characterized
both in transmission and in reflection modes using a Nikon L150
optical microscope.

Scanning microwave microscopy is realized on Asylum Re-
search MFP-3D atomic force microscope platform. A Pt solid
wire AFM cantilever tip (Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology) is
connected to a coaxial cable (transmission line) through an
impedance-matching network and then to a vector network ana-
lyzer (VNA) (Agilent E5062A). Contact mode AFM topography im-
age and the SMM image are acquired simultaneously. Ampli-
tude and phase of the microwave signal reflected from the tip
(S11) are measured with the VNA while scanning over the sample
surface in contact AFM mode. The complex value of the reflec-
tion coefficient S11 is determined by the capacitance of the sys-
tem tip�substrate�outer conductor of the coaxial cable. Specif-
ically for these experiments, as is clear from the scheme in Figure
4, a capacitance between a metallic area of a nanoplatelets and
the Si substrate is in the series with substrate�cable outer con-
ductor stray capacitance. At the imaging frequency of 1.78 GHz,
the former capacitance is sufficiently large to allow flow of a
large enough displacement current through the nanoplatelet
portion right under the tip apex and to measurably alter the re-
flection coefficient of the tip�substrate system when the MIT
takes place. Temperature control of a sample during imaging
was achieved via Joule heating of the Si substrate by a DC cur-
rent running through it. Sample temperature was measured by
a miniature thermocouple directly attached to the substrate with
a drop of a silver paint.

Density functional theory calculations were performed us-
ing the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). The local
density approximation (LDA) is known to fail for describing bulk
VO2 systems, where LDA predicts a metallic tetragonal (R) phase
instead of a monoclinic (M1) phase at zero temperature. In fact,
LDA predicts the M1 phase to be metallic rather than insulating.
This is due to the presence of localized (strongly correlated) d
electrons from vanadium. This can be remedied, at least qualita-
tively, by introducing a strong intra-atomic interaction (U) in a
screened Hartree�Fock-like manner, as an on site correction to
LDA. This approach is known as the LDA�U method. Here, we
used the simplified, rotationally invariant, approach of Dudarev
et al.31 with U � 4.0 and J � 0.78 eV. The Kohn�Sham equations
were solved using the projector augmented wave (PAW) ap-
proach and a plane-wave basis with a 500 eV energy cutoff and

0.01 eV Gaussian broadening. All the results presented here
were obtained using the 3s23p63d34s2 and 2s22p4 valence con-
figurations for vanadium and oxygen, respectively. Bulk proper-
ties of VO2 (atom positions and lattice) were relaxed using a 6 
6  12 (R) and 6  6  6 (M1) Monkhorst�Pack Brillouin zone
sampling, resulting in a crystal structure with a � b � 0.455 nm
and c � 0.277 nm (for R structure) and a � 0.553 nm, b � 0.455
nm, c � 0.534 nm, � � 121.6° (for M1 structure). The experimen-
tal lattice parameters are a � b � 0.456 nm; c � 0.300 nm (R),
and a � 0.574 nm, b � 0.452 nm, c � 0.538 nm, � � 122.61°
(M1). The calculated lattice parameters and volumes are in excel-
lent agreement with experimental values.
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